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PEOPLE &

PLACE…
How People Have Shaped Their Worlds 

• • •
”Where’s the voice of the people?”

”The city is the people.”

• • •
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Introduction  
Design and development practices determine how the places people
share look and work. The relationship between these practices and the
people who experience the result is going through dynamic and positive
change. Over the last 40 years, citizen participation mandates have im-
proved the ability for everyday citizens to influence how design and devel-
opment decisions get made. In addition, particularly over the last 10
years, citizens have gained much better access to the information neces-
sary to consider these decisions.   

Greater and greater numbers of people, eager to overcome the nega-
tive impacts of harsh and threatening cityscapes on the one hand and
congestion and disconnectedness of suburbanscapes on the other, are
using these resources to shape positive changes. They are working from
the scale of building, block, street, and neighborhood to the scale of met-
ropolitan settlement patterns. 

The idea of widespread citizen participation as an integral part of the
planning, design, and development process for projects in the public realm
is relatively new. For the hundred years or so leading up to the 1960s, pri-
vate developers, corporations, institutions, and governments made the
moves that built places. These served their usually linked interests—gov-
ernments acting with more or less integrity to fulfill the goals of public poli-
cies and the private sector acting to fulfill its return-on-investment goals,
occasionally with a little flair or pride of self-expression. Yet, beyond the
physical presence of government and private investments, virtually every
civic space reflects the citizens who use it and put their mark on it too, one
way or the other. Until the 1960s, though, access for ordinary citizens to
play a before-the-fact shaping role in the policies and processes that cre-
ate the civic environment was difficult and limited. The idea of actually in-
fluencing public and private development activities was foreign (except in
the most affluent neighborhoods, which always have access). 

Unrest in the 1960s, tracing from the civil rights movement and the
mass movements that followed it, called forth sweeping federal legislative
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Figure 1.2

Diagram showing the interaction be-

tween people and place—

each shapes the other.

My earliest direct experience with the
concepts and potential of citizen partic-
ipation occurred when I was the direc-
tor of the Office of Staten Island
Planning of the New York City Planning
Department in 1969. A small and
earnest group of Staten Island citizens,
supported by nascent environmental
groups including the Sierra Club, raised
concerns with me about the future of
the Staten Island Greenbelt. This was a
wonderful and for the most part undis-
turbed ridge of forested and spring-fed
land running some five miles from
southwest to northeast in the middle of
the island. Including Latourette Park
and other semi-protected lands, this
swath was the designated path for a
ridge-top highway planned by Robert
Moses as part of his “circle the islands
and drive a cross through the middle of
it” highway planning mantra. We were
successful in relocating the parkway
into an already degraded existing travel
corridor, which served the travel need,
was more cost effective, and saved the
greenbelt. The effort was successful by
almost any terms one might use to eval-
uate it, and it began to become clear to
me that citizens’ good sense, coupled
with values larger than those usually
found in government and certainly the
private sector, held great promise for
making places better.
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actions to relieve mounting popular pressure for reform and to restore sta-
bility. Some of the many federal responses were designed to improve the
civic environment through legislation and programs that addressed hous-
ing and community development, transportation, and the environment.
Most of these programs required citizen participation processes to afford
people affected by programs or projects receiving federal funding the
right to speak. Just as the physical design of places is a dynamic and mul-
tidisciplinary enterprise, the new legislation and programs recognized
that social, economic, political, and cultural forces directly shape the civic
environment. So began a significant shift in the relative relationships

Figure 1.3

Staten Island Greenbelt, the path 

of an unbuilt freeway.

Photo by Andy Cross

In the 1820s and 1830s for example,
Frances Wright, a Scottish woman with
radical ideas (and a confidante of the
aging American Revolutionary War
hero, the Marquis de Lafayette), in par-
ticular pursued ideals of equality, prom-
ulgating “workingmens’ associations,”
promoting public education for all, and
pointing out the obviously anti-demo-
cratic status of women and people of
African descent. Her gender and some
of her more iconoclastic views began to
gain ground among ordinary people,
threatening people in power who suc-
cessfully attacked her and diminished
her influence. She succeeded, though,
in adding an effective voice to the
movement for the abolition of slavery,
to the idea that workers had a right to
organize, to advocacy for the equality
for women, and to the call for educa-
tion for all. Americans who believed
that the republic needed to be open
and responsive to the needs and contri-
butions of the whole of the population
viewed all of these efforts as essential
for the advance of an aspirant demo-
cratic republic. 
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among the three spheres of interest—private, public, and community—
that create and use civic space at all levels, a shift that continues to evolve. 

The sections below trace the evolution of citizen participation as it af-
fects civic space. It is important to understand the context in which place
design at the urban scale is evolving—what opportunities and obstacles it
faces—and how citizens are becoming empowered to respond to and ini-
tiate positive change. I seek to address key questions, like: How did peo-
ple figure in place design leading up to the 1960s? How did the 1960s
launch citizen participation? How has citizen participation evolved since?
What challenges have some of the citizen participants encountered?
Where does citizen participation stand now and where might it be going? 

Antecedents
The idea of the interests of the broad citizenry having anything to do with
place design and development in this country picks up from its birth. Ben-
jamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, among others, put high stock in two
ideas for making a democracy work: direct and sustained citizen involve-
ment and people with means giving back. They felt that these two faces
of civic responsibility were essential for the U.S. experiment in democracy
to succeed. 

Responding to these revolutionary visions, exhilarated by the opportuni-
ties of a new country, and eager to explore the paths that freedom and
equality seemed to offer, people with new ideas set out to test the young
nation’s potential. Utopianists like Robert Owen, Frances Wright, Henry
George, John Humphrey Noyes, and others imagined both social organiza-
tions and physical places that might provide better living situations for peo-
ple than the old forms permitted. They built experimental communities, like
New Harmony in Indiana, Fairhope in Alabama, and Oneida in New York.
Out of these experiments other ideas, perhaps more practical and lasting,
began to set the course for the waves of settlement that were under way. 

Later, from the 1840s onward, two kinds of movements affecting the
general population and relevant to settlement patterns and the civic envi-
ronment gained momentum. Labor organizations were able to form and
build up strength, fighting to overcome appalling and exploitative work-
place conditions. And civic reformers, often well-placed in society, shone
the spotlight on the abysmal shelter conditions in the neighborhoods
where most of those same workers and their families lived. 

These early movements reflected two approaches to citizen activism.
Labor was a broad-based movement generated and supported by work-
ers that focused most of its energy on striving to bring living wages, safer
working conditions, fairer measurements of productivity, and limitations
on hours of work to some humane standard.  The labor reform movement
established that labor, both in industry and in trades, could organize in the
interest of workers for the purpose of protecting their life and livelihood
interests, using the refusal to work as a powerful tool to get the attention
of the bosses. The writings of Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, and a number
of others contributed to the labor movement’s base. Particularly relevant
to the discussion here were the advances in theories and actions that re-
flected the interests and values of the whole citizenry, the other way
around from acceding to an elite the right to make the big decisions about
qualities and priorities for civic life and its physical environment.  
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In this experience I began to learn sev-
eral key lessons that provided founda-
tions for future practice and principles: 

• The community holds key informa-
tion about almost any issue affect-
ing its future, information that is
likely not to show up in conven-
tional databases and information
that is likely to be crucial for fram-
ing sound strategies. 

• The community is likely to care
more than anyone else what hap-
pens (except specific project in-
vestors). 

• There are always some number of
community leaders who are pre-
pared to work hard for better re-
sults—from their point of view (not
necessarily in agreement with pre-
vailing public or political policies
and more often not in agreement
with private sector development
aspirations).

• The need and commitment to lis-
ten is critical. 

• Most significant, organized com-
munity initiatives can be a powerful
force in achieving major change,
both in government policy and in
resetting the framework for private
sector activities. 

One of our initiatives of that time
was the preparation of the “Plan for
New York City,” borough-by-borough
plans introduced by a city-wide plan.
Applying my new insights in preparing
the Staten Island volume, I leaned on
the services of my wife, a sociologist, to
randomly survey ordinary citizens about
what they liked and didn’t like about
emerging development patterns and
incorporated the feedback into some of
the analyses and recommendations that
we made. 
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The labor movement’s effect on settlement patterns and the civic en-
vironment, while mostly indirect, leaves at least two lasting legacies. At
the small scale, a number of places represent pivotal moments in labor
history, whose visual traces may stimulate the struggle, memorialize
losses, or proclaim success. At the larger scale, the ability for immigrants,
the poor, and working people to move from tenement to flat to duplex to
single-family house with a yard, by the millions, marks labor’s contribu-
tion to building a society where wealth was shared to an unprecedented
extent.  

Well-educated and caring civic reformers, often church-based, repre-
sent a second approach to activism in the civic environment, in their case
initially largely focusing on housing reform. By their own lights they under-
took to improve living conditions for the urban poor, both at the habita-
tion and the neighborhood scale. Often in the same or higher economic
class as their slumlord targets, they made progress with more peaceable
struggles than labor, whose gains came at a significant cost in strife and
human life. Workers were acting directly in their own interests. Civic re-
formers apparently were motivated by that “certain social sentiment” de-
scribed by Adam Smith in his landmark analysis and formulation of the
tenets of capitalism as necessary to curb the excesses of greed and ex-
ploitation that are intrinsic in the economic system. 

The civic reformers’ initiatives, while not so much a broad-based citi-
zens’ movement, were comprehensive and did directly affect the design
of cities and their places. They established that the patterns and condi-
tions of housing and the neighborhood environment were a public inter-
est and that government should moderate its laissez-faire ways and step
in to advance that interest. In the 1890s, Jacob Riis, a Danish immigrant
and police reporter, wrote extensively and compellingly on the subject,
and in his book of the same name coined the concept of learning and car-
ing about “how the other half lives.” The classic and familiar outcomes
were tenement laws in New York City. First the “old law” (in 1867) and
then the “new law” (1901) regulations were enacted, mandating higher
levels of access to light, air, and sanitation facilities. 

More broadly, as it was discovered that sources of disease, epidemics,
and social unrest could be traced directly to the tenement housing quad-
rants of the city, these reformers took on larger public health and safety is-
sues. They pressed for building codes, water and sewer standards, and
roadway and other public works standards, many of which were either in-
stituted or improved. They promulgated these reforms as necessary to im-
prove public health for all, not just the immediate victims.

Both movements, interacting with the growing progressive movement,
achieved successes against powerful arrays of deeply rooted interests.
They laid the foundation for government regulation of both private indus-
try and private development to incorporate minimum measures to safe-
guard basic health, safety, and welfare priorities for the community as a
whole. It is important to emphasize that regulation did not come out of
the blue. It came as a reaction and a response to periodic fiascos, some of
them catastrophes—building fires, building collapses, neighborhood pol-
lution and disease, and so on—causing death and injury here and there
around the country. While most industry acted more or less responsibly
within the standards of the day, the tragic exceptions represented all too
frequent lapses of responsibility and accountability that could be traced
to private sector greed, callousness, or ignorance. 
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Until recently, labor’s achievements of
the 40-hour work week; minimum
wages (at one time pegged as “livable”
wages); workplace safety; and health,
pension, and other benefits reforms be-
came the basis on which the United
States was able to build a middle class.
For several decades, the labor move-
ment was able to lift up the majority of
working people to higher standards of
living than each previous generation. It
became possible for most Americans to
begin to at least imagine a truly work-
ing democracy that could interact with
its capitalist economic system to per-
form better for more and more people.
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For many years, civic leaders found it easy to ignore the victims of these
fiascos, mostly from the working and immigrant classes. But as progres-
sive civic values, and particularly as the link between the conditions of the
poor and disease affecting the rich was established, the reformers gained
growing and organized popular support. Religious institutions that took
their service missions seriously stepped up and, believing that rough con-
ditions in the community led to moral transgressions, they also saw a fer-
tile ground for conversions to their faiths. 

The reform movements broadened and spread across the country.
They shared a general call for civic betterment that joined economic, po-
litical, and community leadership to produce civic movements reaching
for expressions of civic pride. In terms of city and space design, these
movements, experienced by most cities beginning around the turn of the
century, gave rise to what is widely referred to as the City Beautiful move-
ment. This period often expressed itself in grand and sweeping terms—
great parks, boulevards, and focal axes, framed by street-fronting
buildings with regular bay spacings that marked an orderly progression of
the street environment. This formal, classical, even monumental frame
was often mixed and softened by the picturesque, romantic landscapes of
the garden city traditions, particularly in parks and parkways. A few of the
more famous of these initiatives included Chicago’s Columbian Exposition
(1893), Daniel Burnham and Edward Bennett’s Plan for Chicago (of “make
no small plans” fame, 1909), San Francisco’s World’s Fair (1915), St. Louis’s
Jefferson Park (the venue for the World’s Fair of 1904), and Denver Mayor
Robert Speer’s civic center, parks, and boulevards (1904 on). 

Figure 1.4

Vista of Mayor Robert Speer’s 

City Beautiful vision for Denver’s 

Civic Center.

Courtesy Brokers Guild, Denver
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Traditional corporate and civic leadership structures, in which women
and wives usually played an unsung but significant role, led the City Beau-
tiful movement. Its focus on the quality of the public environment marked
a shift toward balancing private interests with some broader sense of the
common good. The recognition of the essential interdependence among
everybody inhabiting the urban landscape led directly to federal legisla-
tion enabling states and, through states, local jurisdictions to establish
zoning and subdivision regulations, city plans, and the administrative
structures to administer both. 

The community reform movements that improved the quality of the
civic environment certainly represented advances in good government
and for the most part did more good than harm. But their tools and
processes were centered in local government, were manipulated by pri-
vate real estate and development interests, and were not directly accessi-
ble to most neighborhoods or their citizens. Always an exception, affluent
neighborhoods had and used the tools to their advantage, achieving sig-
nificant place improvements in the areas they cared most about through
their knowledge, resources, and access. It took the upheavals of the 1960s
and 1970s to begin to extend this access to the middle class and lower-
income people so that they too could influence development and the
civic environment in their neighborhoods and districts. 

Planning, zoning, and subdivision have been around in most urbanized
places from their inceptions, with the first zoning ordinance enacted in
New York City in 1916. As publicly controlled processes, with public noti-
fication requirements, these rules created thresholds for communities to
begin to have a say in the shape of what is to come. Since the citizen par-
ticipation climate changed in the 1960s, everyday citizens have been
crossing the thresholds in growing numbers. As such, one might consider
zoning among the first of the processes that enabled people to have a sig-
nificant say over the quality and appearance of their neighborhoods and
districts. The new rules began to modulate the use of private property in
the context of larger community values. The sphere of the community
began to take a more active form, rising out of its formerly passive role as
the receiver, sometimes the victim, of untrammeled private initiative. In
some ways, subdivision rules are even more directive of the shape of the
civic environment than zoning, particularly in residential areas, both urban
and suburban, as described in some detail in Chapters 9 and 10. Typically,
though, citizens have less access to the creation and administration of
subdivision rules. 

From the beginning, proponents and detractors have debated zoning
and subdivision rules in an up and down trajectory, marked by successions
of court cases and uneven outcomes. Land and development regulation
lies at the very seam of public and private, let out at one moment and
taken in at the next as the uneasy dialectic between public good and pri-
vate gain plays its unending game. Development-regulating processes
are always in a state of flux, both in theory and in practice, with a wide
range of local responses. The debate will persist, on political, philosophi-
cal, and practical grounds, and citizens’ influence in that debate is likely to
keep growing. 

Planning, zoning, and subdivision regulations have certainly been help-
ful tools for governments and increasingly communities to curb some of
the more flagrant excesses projected by private initiatives. The effective-
ness of that check has depended on cities’ commitment and ability to
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properly reflect their citizens’ concerns and represent their interests in the
development process. In recent years, citizens themselves are exercising
greater direct influence on the processes. The private sector, meanwhile,
with its vaunted scent for opportunity, has found and continues to find
ways to shape the application of zoning and subdivision tools to advance
their narrower, project-by-project interests over broader community or
civic interests. The tensions in the system usually challenge the trust
among the three spheres of private, public, and community. The interac-
tions among the three, therefore, must always aim at finding areas of over-
lapping interest to establish the trust necessary to make places better. 

The 1960s 
What was it about the 1960s that so fundamentally altered access so that
ordinary citizens could develop meaningful roles in the planning, design,
and development of their everyday places? The following discussion puts
this historical moment into perspective.

Leading into and through the 1960s, the civil rights movement made a
great leap in closing the gap between what the United States claimed to
be and what it was.  With the Voting Rights Act of 1964 highlighting a
whole string of policy, legislative, and legal advances for racial equality,
this period marked progress toward democratization more dramatically

Figure 1.5

Affluent Brooklyn Heights citizens

banded together in the early 1950s 

to block a freeway that would have 

cut off their view of the East River 

and Lower Manhattan. The result pro-

duced their famed esplanade, com-

pleted in 1954, which hung over the

freeway lanes, which themselves are

hung off the cliffs below.

Photo by Lucius Kwok ©
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than anything since the decades-long suffragette movement that finally
gave women the vote with the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920. Under
leadership epitomized by Martin Luther King Jr. for numbers of local civil
rights leaders committed to justice through nonviolent means, there came
an insistence to be heard that marked a new day, including a dawning of
the idea of citizen participation. The movement had profound implica-
tions for spatial and settlement patterns, as we shall see.  

Dovetailed into the civil rights movement and indeed increasingly cen-
tral to Dr. King’s message came the widening dissension over the Vietnam
War. Citizens became more and more disillusioned about the “public pur-
pose” of a war so costly in lives and money and waged on ever more
transparently questionable premises. First the free-speech movement and
then the anti-war movement ultimately succeeded in tilting the politics to
defeat the war’s advocates and in bringing about U.S. withdrawal.  

The women’s movement, finding that the vote by itself did not estab-
lish equality, sought redress for the second-class status of more than half
of the nation’s citizens. At their most creative and ambitious, women envi-
sioned a society where values of nurturing would become more central in
guiding the United States’ future, or at least in balancing the prevailing
values that resisted civil rights and waged war. The prevailing message of
their movement, however, placed women in positions to assimilate into
and compete more effectively in the dominant, male-value economic
structure, where glass ceilings for a few were a more important target than
a stable floor for the many. Neither the anti-war movement nor the
women’s movement had particularly profound effects on settlement pat-
terns or place design, although the latter did either introduce or support
a range of access initiatives shared by civil rights, child care, people with
disabilities, and pedestrian advocates.  

All of these movements represented people rising against authority—
on the face of it governmental authority—at all levels. Many in the move-
ments also understood that those same governments were thoroughly
intertwined with, and generally bending to the will of, powerful private
sector interests, again at all levels, collectively referred to as “the estab-
lishment.” For their part, the participants in the various movements, while
diffuse, collectively referred to themselves as “the movement.” There was
sufficient alarm, particularly at the federal level, where both government
and private sector interests placed stability over other values, in crafting a
strategy to meet the threat, real or perceived. Surely the climate called for
bending toward democratization, or at least appearing to do so.

Figure 1.6

The individual and the community,

where the values of the one are in 

continuous interaction with the 

values of the many.

The 1960s 15

In the realm of the civic environment,
the vigorous expressions of dissent ac-
companying the anti-war and other
movements of the day led directly to
the walling up of previously windowed
banks and businesses and even more
pervasively the construction of win-
dowless school buildings all over the
country. 

One could argue that the memorial to
the Vietnam War, Maya Lin’s hushingly
successful D.C. monument, marked a
radical shift away from the heroic indi-
vidual war vision, like, for example, the
Iwo Jima statue nearby, toward the re-
ality of the masses who experience the
result. This is, perhaps, another way of
viewing the advance of citizen partici-
pation.

My contemporaries from that time are
unlikely to ever forget President Nixon,
a candidate for reelection in 1972, rais-
ing his hands over his head, pointing his
forefingers to the heavens and bellow-
ing out the Black Panthers’ rallying cry:
“Power to the people.”
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Also energized by the climate of the
1960s and early 1970s, but with deeper
roots, consumer activism broadened its
scope and concern, seeking accounta-
bility across the whole of the economy
for the kinds of narrower reforms it had
demanded and achieved in earlier
decades. The ever more powerful im-
pacts of sophisticated marketing accel-
erated the growing realization that
consumers could be exploited and
knowingly and cynically exposed to all
manner of health- and life-threatening
products in the pursuit of profit for their
makers. Industry’s emphasis accelerated
a shift toward producing what they
could sell most effectively and away
from linking production to basic needs.
The ripples of consumer advocacy con-
tinue to wash up on the not-so-friendly
shores of the current not-so-civic era.
While consumer advocacy did not gen-
erally seek to alter or advocate for
place-based civic improvement, its
goals were complementary and it ac-
counted for one of the most remarkable
improvements in the civic environment:
the widening ban on smoking in public
places.

The “Movement” and 
the Civic Environment
The different movements that represented a sharp increase in citizen par-
ticipation in matters that concerned them had profound and lasting ef-
fects on settlement patterns and civic space. While primarily about voting,
public access, public education, and just plain justice, fairness, and de-
cency, the civil rights movement had direct impacts on city form, on city
planning, on citizen participation, and on place design. The movement’s
human rights successes triggered a whole range of spatial consequences,
some anticipated, some not; some intended, some not. 

Rather quickly after the passage of the range of civil rights measures,
whites began to run away from cities, fleeing school and neighborhood in-
tegration in an expression both of historic patterns of white race–based
antipathy to blacks and marking the superior economic means and
choices available to whites. These “white flight” patterns coincided with,
and were reinforced however purposefully by, the auto/petroleum indus-
try assaults on public transportation coupled with federal subsidies for the
white out-migration through VA and FHA financing, mortgage interest de-
ductions, and public road and highway building. So began the heavily
marketed and hyped real estate and road-building bonanza that many
now call “sprawl,” with impacts that physically separate people from each
other by class, race, and even age; and separate people from their work,
their schools, and their shopping and service needs.  

Meanwhile, black businesses, no longer constrained by their imposed
historic boundaries, moved to new locations in search of greater success,
often depopulating once-thriving community retail and institutional cen-
ters. Black families moved into neighborhoods that were previously
barred to them. All the while, the dislocational impacts of modernist
urban renewal initiatives compounded the assault on what had been
close-knit and viable, economic- and age-diverse neighborhoods of all
ethnicities in cities across the land. In more recent years, African Ameri-
cans and other ethnic minorities have been joining whites in identifying
moving to the suburbs as the mark of having “made it.” But as cities gen-
trify, the first-ring suburbs are becoming the nearest affordable housing to
major job and service centers, and as their tenancy shifts from owner to
renter and their structures succumb to age and substandard construction
another significant urban out-migration seems to be well underway, this
time led by lower-income families and including a significant proportion of
growing Latino and Asian populations. 

The mass white move to the suburbs, unintentionally fueled by civil rights
advances, did not include in its agenda building or retaining places that at-
tracted a diversity of people to share in civic purposes. As has been pointed
out for years now, tracing from Gertrude Stein’s famous characterization, 
in the suburbs “there’s no there there,” and the house–car–cul de sac cells
of suburban geography are intentionally and effectively isolating.  Some
argue that these broad movements were citizen-driven, reflections of how
and where people chose to live—in short, the exercise of free choice in a
free market. These arguments are accurate up to a point. On the other
hand, one could argue that the realistic choices for middle-class white
Americans were actually quite limited. Driving the suburban settlement
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patterns were legacies of ever more sophisticated marketing, projecting
“must-have” images built around the private car, the private house, the
private street. These interacted with deep subsidies and racially influ-
enced behavior to induce the suburban choice. In this sense, the “de-
mand” was “socially engineered,” to borrow a phrase, by a powerful
partnership between the auto, petroleum, real estate, and road-building
industries, fully supported by both fiscal and monetary policy at all levels
of government. The above is not the only analysis of how settlement pat-
terns came to be what they are. Yet to be effective in making things bet-
ter than they are, it should demonstrate how important it is for urban
designers and community activists to have some understanding of the
forces that dealt the hand they must now play. 

Out of the civil rights movement came the beginnings of the concepts
of community development and community economic development. One
of the first of these that put in place grassroots structure and local citizen
empowerment was the Model Cities Program, part of President Johnson’s
War on Poverty, a part of the “butter” half of his “guns and butter” strat-
egy for deflecting or defusing growing unrest over racism, sexism, and op-
position to the Vietnam War. This program, launched in 1966 as part of the
Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act, sought to de-
fuse unrest in urban renewal–afflicted and poverty-stricken urban areas.
Citizens in the selected areas, by now mostly occupied by minorities, were
able to create local governance structures for administering significant
sums of federal block grant funding, aimed at catalyzing housing and eco-
nomic development. Part of the purpose for these organizational struc-
tures was to endow grassroots organizations with the authority and the
funding to conduct their own community renewal efforts. 

To some extent these federally devised structures, which had direct
lines of communication to the Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (HUD), obligated the cooperation of local government. The pro-
gram educed a lot of cynical “you’re so smart, you figure it out” responses
from professionals, developers, and local government officials. Occa-
sional transgressions led skeptics or more affluent citizens who felt they
were left out (an unaccustomed experience) to describe activists in the
movement as “poverty pimps.” The effectiveness of these experiments
was probably not so different than the other established development
practices of the day, but the beneficiaries certainly were different. 

Nonetheless, it established in the minds of many for the first time that
people in America’s most distressed communities existed, and their needs
became somewhat known. In fact, what these communities needed to be
successful were the resources, experience, technical expertise, public pol-
icy commitments, and private investment patterns that their histories had
denied them. Many Model Cities Programs structured their organizations
on models that they had some familiarity with, like local city councils or
school boards, building in all the obstacles that such organizations face in
trying to reach fair and balanced decisions. So while not as effective in
jump-starting community redevelopment as some had hoped, from the
community perspective the Model Cities Program was certainly better
than either the neighborhood-razing urban renewal programs that pre-
ceded it or the market forces that ignored these neighborhoods.  Overall,
the program varied and evolved from place to place, did some good, had
some failures, but most importantly for this discussion, introduced the
heretofore unthinkable notion that poor people should have a voice and
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In Birmingham, for example, David
Vann, first as a city council member and
later as mayor, used the provisions for
citizen participation in the CDBG pro-
gram—which the city had earlier re-
jected because they didn’t want any of
“that tainted federal money” with its
anti-segregation provisions—to estab-
lish an extensive neighborhood-based
citizen participation program. Vann, his
staff, and citizens all over town worked
to create some 100 neighborhoods, or-
ganized into communities, and a city-
wide advisory board, each level electing
its leadership bi-annually. These neigh-
borhood associations debate the issues
of the day, weigh in on zoning and
other development initiatives, and in a
remarkable commitment to the demo-
cratic experiment, allocate capital funds
set aside for them to civic improvement
projects—the amounts based on popu-
lation and median income. Thus in a
few short years Birmingham went from
being one of the most repressive cities
in the country to one of the most pro-
gressively experimental, at least in the
area of citizen participation. While Vann
stepped up to formally launch these ini-
tiatives, they would not have happened
without the support of civil rights veter-
ans and social progressives, both black
and white. Not every decision taken at
the neighborhood level has been the
wisest, but the program has produced a
lot more successes than failures, and
the tasting and exercising of democracy
has broadened the base from which cit-
izens elect their city council members
and on which the city makes its policies
and decisions.
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some authority in their home places and that that voice should be institu-
tionalized. 

Coming out of the “Great Society” or “War on Poverty” concepts of
the Johnson administration, with Model Cities experiences both good
and bad under its belt, the housing advocacy community rose with new
force in this period. It was able to marshal the support necessary to secure
the passage of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974
(HCDA) with its Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program, 
a major source of flexible federal funding tied to supporting low- and
moderate-income communities. The act institutionalized citizen participa-
tion as a requirement for access to the funds, thus providing the basis on
which communities could extend their influence over this important fund-
ing source. 

The program, at the time joining the federal revenue-sharing program as
ways of returning federal tax dollars to state and local jurisdictions, carried
two purposes that characterized the federal response to troubled times: (1)
recognition of the desperate straits of core cities and towns caused by the
disinvestment patterns of suburban development subsidies and white
flight; and (2) an effort to empower citizens experiencing these circum-
stances to have a significant role in doing something about it. The mandates
for citizen participation, while providing broad flexibility for local jurisdic-
tions to determine the funds’ use, also required targeting the funds to im-
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Figure 1.7

This widely disseminated brochure 

explained Birmingham’s citizen 

participation program, with maps 

showing the neighborhood and 

community boundaries, descriptions 

of programs available, and telephone

numbers to call for more information.

Courtesy of City of Birmingham
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prove conditions for people of low and moderate income, to mitigate slums
and blighting conditions, and to assist in meeting urgent unmet needs. 

Leading toward the formal codification of citizen participation in federal
policy or most local governments, beyond the Model Cities experiment
there were a number of issue-focused movements that coalesced and were
emboldened by the fermentation of the times, some directly affecting the
future of our physical places, some not. Some, however, did and still do
have profound effects both on how places are designed and on the ex-
panding roles of citizens to influence the process. These advocacy commu-
nities represent issues involving housing and community development, the
environment, historic preservation, Americans with Disabilities, and other
movements focused on improving the quality of various aspects of civic
space, altogether constituting the citizen participation movement.

Housing advocacy activity remains strong and generally focuses on im-
proving housing and neighborhoods of people with lesser means. In the dy-
namic interactions between public and private, however, the current
market-driven ideologies and power alignments that suffuse the federal
government do not seem to accept as a goal the aspiration first stated in the
1949 Housing Act: “a decent home and a suitable living environment for
every American.” Backing off from policies that defined the 1960s and
1970s underscores the ascendancy of the private sector in setting govern-
ment priorities. Nonetheless, the sector continues to take full advantage of
heavy subsidies in the form of publicly provided roads, infrastructure, and
tax and lending programs. Current policies, therefore, make the job of those
advocating for housing affordability and decency particularly difficult. 

In the same timeframe, the environmental movement coalesced,
gained momentum, and focused its demands on a more conscious and
sustainable stewardship of the earth’s resources. It directly affected, and
continues to affect, regional, city, and place design. Environmentally
driven spatial analyses and initiatives are a major theme throughout the
text. The sweep of environmentalism lies at the root of concepts like “sus-
tainability,” “growth management,” “smart growth,” “green building,”
“green communities,” and legislation like the National Environmental Pol-
icy Act (NEPA), the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, and countless state
and local initiatives to measure environmental impact and mandate miti-
gation of negative impacts. 

Among all of these, related to broadening citizen participation, NEPA
was perhaps most sweeping and effective. Adopted in 1969, it required
citizen involvement processes for providing input in all federal or federally
funded actions. And it required some conscious level of environmental
analysis on any such federal actions, with progressive analysis required
based on the level of impacts identified. It sought to be comprehensive,
requiring consideration of a full range of possible impacts—on air and
water quality, habitat, land use, soils, historic and cultural resources, and
official planning policy where the proposed action would occur. 

The environmental movement too lies at the base of a range of local and
regional interest groups pressing for more sustainable planning, design,
and development policies and practices. Such groupings spread across a
wide range, including smart growth movements, transit advocacy, bicycle
and pedestrian advocacy, ecology commissions, tree commissions, creek
“daylighting” initiatives, storm drainage management districts, conserva-
tion subdivision initiatives, farmland preservation movements, organic and
“slow” food movements, and recycling programs, to name several.
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Considered in its broader social context, sustainability raises issues of
fairness and equity as necessary underpinnings of any truly sustainable
approach to community design. Environmental sustainability is not con-
ceivable without socio-economic sustainability, which cannot be achieved
reliably without the willful participation of citizens at all levels. Environ-
mental justice, for example, entered the lexicon of criteria for considera-
tion for federally funded projects with President Clinton’s 1994 Executive
Order 12898.  Acknowledging that environmentally degrading facilities
tended to concentrate in lower-income neighborhoods, the order at least
obligated processes to face the problem and look for alternatives that
would more equitably spread the impacts of the many environmentally
undesirable activities and facilities necessary to sustain communities. 

Another concurrent movement with direct impacts on place design and
city form was the historic preservation movement. With roots in class-
based efforts to preserve the mansions, cathedrals, banks, and plantations
of patrician ancestors, the movement rather quickly opened its doors to
broader and broader bases of citizens. These were appalled by the whole-
sale destruction of history and more importantly the destruction of the
character of place caused by modernist urban renewal interventions in
core cities. Many of the victims of these assaults, indeed, lay at the oppo-
site end of the stick from the movement’s progenitors. The work of Jane
Jacobs helped popularize what had been a sometimes sleepy but well-
defended sentiment for the preservation of heritage. It has galvanized all
sorts of people to consider and honor their physical past, whether that
past evoked glory or symbolized survival in conditions of race and class
discrimination. In addition, the movement progressed quickly from build-
ings and landmarks to neighborhoods and precincts. Both public and
nonprofit initiatives provided resources and support for communities, ulti-
mately across class, race, and geographic lines, to resist wrong-headed
private sector and public urban renewal practices.

A later movement that has and will continue to shape the public realm
is the demand for equal access for people with physical disabilities. The
Americans with Disabilities Act, or ADA, enacted in 1990, succeeded in
putting in place standards at both the larger place and the individual
building scales that improve the likelihood that people with disabilities
will not be barred from habitations or public places because of their inabil-
ity to get into or use such resources. Ramps, landings, elevators, wheel-
chair ramps, beeping traffic signals, disability access routes, and specified
parking spots are some of the most ubiquitous manifestations of the out-
come of this movement. More broadly, the ADA has affected site selection
for public facilities and the basic design organization of countless parks
and public buildings across the country. 

In summary, the 1960s and 1970s movements and their ensuing legisla-
tion and implementation, beyond the specific thrust of each separate act,
began the process of codifying citizens’ participation as a requirement for
actions contemplating the use of federal funds. Among those most directly
affecting design and development in the public sphere were NEPA and the
HCDA, both of which, however nominally, mandated public comment
processes. Granted, the requirements were pretty rudimentary, often just
requiring public hearings on contemplated plans or actions with duly pub-
lished notification thereof. But they began and sanctioned processes that
allowed democratic reform–minded local officials, like David Vann in Birm-
ingham and Maynard Jackson, the first African American mayor of Atlanta,
to push for genuinely progressive experimentations in democracy.  
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Organizational Responses to 
the Rise of Citizen Participation
The legitimization and rise of citizen participation began to unsettle es-
tablished ways of doing business in government and in the private sector.
At one level the initial moves in support of empowerment were those of a
federal administration trying to smooth over unrest, placate the most
vocal, and nip in the bud any sustained protest. At another level, though,
many people in government service—in all positions—were legatees of
the Kennedy “ask what you can do for your country” era, and these ac-
tively pushed for broader democratization. The federally sanctioned ges-
ture toward empowerment encouraged citizen participation and spread
demands for more involvement to the local and state levels. These
change forces had a direct impact on the design and development of ur-
banized places as well.  

The Public Sector
Cities responded in different ways to the new empowerment language
written into federal statutes and programs. Some took a dim view of this
unsettling foray into the established turf. Some politicians viewed man-
dated citizen involvement as a breeding ground for aspirant challengers
to their seats. Many public agencies, on the one hand, were pretty sure
they knew better and didn’t want to open themselves up to second-
guessing, and on the other, were nervous about their report card results
that could be spotlighted by greater transparency and public accountabil-
ity. These tended to take the minimum route—small, buried advertise-
ments for public hearings to be held at times inconvenient for most
working citizens, a perfunctory reporting, and usually dismissal of what-
ever comments the minimum public process produced. NEPA-related ac-
tivities evolved to require a written response from the sponsoring agency
to every comment that the mandated citizen participation process re-
quired. The responses mandated by the Housing and Community Devel-
opment Act, while less rigorous, still provided for some degree of
transparency and accountability. 

As the mandates for community development and citizen participa-
tion in particular were spreading, though, some cities’ planning agen-
cies embraced community development as a goal generally consistent
with good city planning practice and positioned themselves to tap the
resources that HUD was focusing into housing and community develop-
ment. These agencies tended to be both philosophically and function-
ally committed to pushing the limits for democratization, and so
became those cities’ frontline community interface agencies. Other
cities, however, viewed the housing and community development mis-
sion more narrowly, as a production function more than as part of com-
prehensive renewal strategies, and were less concerned with how CDBG
fit into the bigger picture. Both paths had successes and failures, and
both paths represented measurable steps forward in effective citizen in-
volvement. Still others resisted the whole premise and did the minimum
necessary to secure the federal largesse. Some cities kept their city plan-
ning and community development functions separate, while others
combined them, an indication of how comprehensively they viewed
their opportunity. 
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Some cities, like Birmingham, Dayton, Atlanta, and Seattle, moved for-
ward more quickly than others to embrace and activate citizen participa-
tion processes. In these, local political leadership committed to actively
test and extend the institutions of democracy to a broader population
than had been active or encouraged before. Because I  worked for juris-
dictions that were more committed to taking this path, most of my obser-
vations stem from that experience. The examples I use to put a face on
citizen participation may presage what could be turning out to be a pro-
found shift. Broadening bases of citizens to exercise more control over the
government and private sector actions that affect them in their immediate
civic environment could prove to be a model that works. If so, informed
and committed citizens and their organizations could join or even surpass
private sector and government agencies as places to look for leadership
in making the day-to-day world a better place to live.

The Private Sector
That part of the private sector most directly affected by the new stirrings
for broadening the base of decision-making were developers, including
the lawyers, lenders, design consultants, accountants, and real estate
team members likely to come under the developer umbrella. Needless to
say, most developers took a dim view, even though not many of them
were building in the low-income areas where the shift toward citizen par-
ticipation was having its greatest transformative impact. The developers’
calculus depends so much on time and money that anything that could
threaten to take more time or cost more money is a red flag. 

The other side of the developer picture, though, is that there is usually
an indefatigable, resolute aspect to the industry that accounts for its abil-
ity to maintain momentum by adjusting and persisting—it takes what it
takes. From this perspective, coupled with the singularly project-centered
focus that it takes to get the job done, developers were more oriented to-
ward finding what would work out of these new mandates than what
would not. The local control aspect of the CDBG program, for example,
provided the potential of access to new sources of funding that could be
attractive. From the point of view of start-ups and minority business enter-
prises, CDBG, however laced with accountability provisions, offered ac-
cess to capital that white-controlled finance did not offer at the time. 

Furthermore, development is an intrinsically interdisciplinary enter-
prise, calling on lots of different people to play one role or another as proj-
ects proceed from conceptualization to completion. Adding one more
dimension to this process was not so off-putting. The industry’s home
base, the Urban Land Institute (ULI), had already been running an early
form of community engagement process, the panel advisory. This pro-
gram brought to cities and places all over the country interdisciplinary re-
sources and knowledge to work on development problems identified by
the community, albeit usually the development community. Its processes
tended to engage a larger representation of affected citizens than the
more traditional client-consultant way of developing projects. This pro-
gram is described in more detail in Chapter 10, Tools. 

Over the years, perhaps through the community-serving panel advisory
program, and particularly now, developers are moving to more tolerant
positions on community input. Many have benefited through taking a co-
operative and participatory approach, not just as a way of easing ap-
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Under Maynard Jackson’s leadership,
the City of Atlanta set up a system of
Neighborhood Planning Units (NPUs),
24 in all, each of which provided an um-
brella for a handful of geographically
associated neighborhoods. This system
was recognized in the city charter, thus
giving each NPU the voice to render
advisory opinions on zoning and vari-
ance proposals as well as other public
actions affecting the civic environment
of their neighborhoods.  The NPUs re-
ceive planning support from the Bureau
of Planning, by which a planning staffer
attends each monthly meeting of each
NPU to give an update on activities rel-
evant to it and to hear the NPU’s posi-
tion on issues as well as process
requests for information. Typically, staff
from the public works, parks, and police
and fire departments may also be in at-
tendance with reports and information
as called for. NPUs typically have their
own committee structure, covering such
issues as land use and zoning, trans-
portation, the environment, and public
safety. It is not a perfect system, yet the
NPUs’ formal status ensures that all
neighborhoods in the city—black,
white, poor, rich—have a seat at the
table of local governance. 
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provals, thus saving time and money, but also in terms of improved prod-
uct. The ULI for some years has provided leadership in encouraging posi-
tive steps toward community involvement among its members. Even the
more specialized homebuilders and industrial and office park associations
are softening their historic oppositional positions to engaging the local
community in their policies and practices.

Just as cities, communities, and developers responded to the new em-
powerment movements, so did the professions. Architects, at least a few,
acted on the need to better support the physical space needs of neigh-
borhoods and communities around the country. In New York, Richard
Hatch worked with low-income neighborhood activists to put together
the Architects Renewal Committee for Harlem (ARCH). Young architects in
New York, responding to the tenor of the times for addressing poverty
and substandard housing and living environments, formed the Architects
Technical Assistance Committee, a loosely organized effort to provide di-
rect services to low-income families. One idea, concretized by a group
that called itself Operation Move In, was to assist people to move back
into buildings long abandoned in the Upper West Side urban renewal
area, an early case of the squatter movement. They took direct action,
hooking up turned-off electricity, gas, and water (usually bypassing the
meter), doing minor home improvements, making the structures reason-
ably habitable for “illegal” tenants—in short, paying attention to the over-
whelming unmet housing needs across a city with a considerable
inventory of relic buildings from the urban renewal era. 

The Professions 
A few members of the American Institute of Architects (AIA) began to re-
spond to the call for technical assistance from communities around the
country. First, in 1966, they created a program that evolved into the Re-
gional/Urban Design Assistance Team or R/UDAT. Later the AIA provided
some support for community-driven efforts at local revitalization in the
form of Community Design Centers. These programs have been sup-
ported by architects who are urbanists, who heard the call of Jane Jacobs
on the importance of reflecting peoples’ needs and cultures in any urban
strategy, who saw what architecture’s stand-alone trophy buildings were
doing to urban places, and who were determined to explore other paths
to apply their design skills to improve the civic environment.

From early in the R/UDAT program, these architects developed
processes in which a charrette structure provided for citizen participation
and interdisciplinary teams. The charrette brought together professionals
(architects, planners, landscape architects, civil engineers, developers,
economists, sociologists, and public officials, to name a few) with local civic
leadership and ordinary citizens to consider complex urban design and de-
velopment problems. With a typical pre-charrette preparation period of six
months or so, the charrettes themselves take place over a very intense five-
day period, the outcome of which is a public presentation of the findings,
usually with a supporting document. The charrette as a way to gather peo-
ple into a consensual visioning process has continued to expand, mature,
and by now dominates how jurisdictions, and even some developers,
structure their public processes to consider district-wide civic improvement
planning, design, and development approval initiatives.  In fact, managing
such processes has become a mainstream offering of many design firms.
The program is described in more detail in Chapter 10, Tools.
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City planners, by this time reacting to the negative consequences of
urban renewal in which they had been complicit, had left the fold of the
physically dominated city-shaping forces of the post–World War II era and
instead oriented themselves toward policy, information management,
land use, development regulation, economic development, transporta-
tion, and other more specialized pursuits. At the same time, many had
joined the War on Poverty commitment to the under-represented, under-
resourced populations spotlighted by such community organizing and ad-
vocacy pioneers as Saul Alinsky and Paul Davidoff. In fact, of all the
professions involved in the business of planning, designing, and building
our urban environments, only planners reached toward the new democra-
tization opportunities in any great numbers. They became, mostly either
as public or nonprofit workers, the professional force that set about seek-
ing to assist communities and cities in structuring citizen participation. Un-
fortunately, some of their bosses tended to be not as enthusiastic, and not
all cities stepped up to the opportunity. 

Interestingly, though being in the forefront of advocating the democra-
tization of planning processes, the American Planning Association has
never developed a program for offering direct technical and organiza-
tional assistance to help communities in the way that the AIA’s R/UDAT or
ULI’s panel advisories have done. Perhaps the whole idea of the charrette
and its intense focused effort are more in the character of architects and
developers, while planners, so many of whom are working in and for the
public sector, know that the long haul of sustained effort is where the dif-
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Figure 1.8

Brochure describing how the 

R/UDAT program helps communities

develop a vision for their future. 

Courtesy American Institute 

of Architects
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ference in making places better is going to actually happen. Perhaps, too,
the decline of physical planning after the 1960s has discouraged such
skills from being developed within the profession. At the same time, how-
ever, it is clear that charrette-type activities can focus a cross section of cit-
izen interest on generating a vision about new directions that can build
consensus. As planners realize that how places and cities look and work in
physical terms is a major impetus behind community interest and demand
for making their places better, the profession is beginning to reintegrate
urban design into its professional and academic arsenal.

Landscape architecture has made great strides in extending its contribu-
tion from the affluent showplaces that lie in its history to engage the land-
scape of the everyday. The field and its practitioners find their leadership in
these new directions in the writings of J. B. Jackson and Grady Clay, who
always sought to urge the profession into a conscious social, economic,
and political context. Even so, landscape architects, with a few exceptions,
have not been in the forefront of assisting citizen participation processes.
Fortunately though, landscape architects are increasingly represented in
the team that goes about designing civic places. As they engage urban ter-
ritories more holistically, landscape architects are making major contribu-
tions in support of devising, designing, and implementing sustainable
practices on the one hand, and on the other, in restoring or interjecting nat-
ural and ecological values into the urban fabric in what has become a
movement of sorts, called “landscape urbanism.”

Transportation planners and engineers have stepped up their processes
for responding to the broad public, moving from little public exposure of
their activities before the 1960s to rather quickly having to ramp up to meet
the minimum NEPA and U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) man-
dated citizen participation processes. NEPA too has greatly broadened
civil engineering practice through its requirements for environmental as-
sessment. These began a still-evolving process for ever more interdiscipli-
nary approaches to the infrastructure projects that are the bread and butter
of the profession. 

Growing Pains—The Challenges
of Citizen Participation
Citizen empowerment has been difficult and halting from the beginning.
Important advances have been made, yet it’s still, like democracy itself, a
messy work in progress. The first line of resistance is predictable: People
whose traditional powers were being impinged upon were unwilling to
share. Then there are the internal challenges: How do traditionally margin-
alized people rise to trust the opportunity to participate? Too often their
efforts have been ignored or rebuffed, resulting in oppositional activism at
best or apathetic resignation at worst. 

Initially, citizen organizations modeled themselves after the democratic
institutions with which they were most familiar, the city council or the
school board. In making this choice, they imported some of the culture
and behavior that came with it. They had to deal at the local scale with di-
vergent perspectives, power struggles, jockeying for position, tradeoffs,
impulses to exclude those who didn’t agree, and so on. These organiza-
tional growing pains from the beginning tended to slow down action. For
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As an example of an “out there” city
planner, Christopher Tunnard, director
of Yale’s City Planning Department, took
especially articulate and forceful stands
against the Vietnam War in terms of its
allocation of federal resources and its
social inequities. As a director, tenured
professor, and esteemed member in the
profession and the academy at the time,
Tunnard caused Yale’s leaders a good
bit of worry for a time over what to do
about his unruly advocacy. They de-
cided to simply abolish the department
altogether, which is why Yale does not
have a city planning program today
(though Alex Garvin teaches courses in
the subject). 
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those whose projects may be slowed, neighborhood processes have
prompted calls for streamlining or dismantling citizen participation struc-
tures. While such a position may be understandable from their point of
view, it applies equally to other democratically constituted processes,
which they typically leave alone. 

As the formal and traditional barriers against just anyone having a voice in
private or public development processes began to break down, the chal-
lenge was to adjust to the new realities. Community activists were thrust from
positions of agitation and advocacy to figuring out how to implement a work-
ing structure of inclusion and partnership, moving from “stop” to “start.” As
is often the case across a range of change movements, advocates don’t al-
ways make the best implementers. Advocates may start by trying to imple-
ment full-blown, sloganized visions—what galvanizes people to take the
risk for change—without realizing all of the steps and partnerships that are
necessary to move in the direction of the vision. They may be impatient
and unsympathetic to detail. Their stridency, effective in getting people’s
attention, may risk the support they need to begin to shift from demand-
ing to delivering a sustainable and effective citizens’ guidance structure. 

Implementers, on the other hand, may not have seen the vision initially,
coming later to acknowledge that its direction made sense. They are likely
to be more attuned to the mechanics and associations necessary for con-
crete progress. The divergence in the roles between agitation and imple-
mentation may cloud the baseline of shared understanding of the need
and direction for change. They may even become antagonistic toward
each other, instead of uniting to overcome the forces resisting the change.
Forces resistant to change in the first place have been successful in block-
ing it by recognizing and placing wedges between the advocates and the
implementers. When this happens, the change effort most likely fails. For
change both to become possible and to be managed properly, however,
both skill sets and both orientations are essential.  The dynamics of change
and organization are addressed more fully in Part Three, Principles. 

In considering private and even public development proposals and
how to exercise their newfound voice, at the beginning citizens often went
with their initial impulse, which was, like Nancy Reagan’s in a different con-
text, to “just say no.” After all, the experience in many neighborhoods has
been that new development projects, both private and public, have made
things worse, not better, for the people living there, from their perspec-
tive. Often, this deterioration is exacerbated by a project being repre-
sented one way and turning out another way. Frequently, well-informed
and thoughtful neighborhood activists predict the actual outcome and so
are vindicated, further eroding trust for the next outside initiative that
comes along. In the decision-making environment in which citizens newly
found themselves, then, almost any initiative had to be viewed with suspi-
cion—people’s responses reflect their experience. 

As it affected the design of the civic realm, what citizen participation
meant was that the voice of the people immediately impacted should be
heard, understood, and respected. The process for reviewing programs
and projects affecting their civic environment challenged people at the
local level to develop their own knowledge base and leadership structure
and to act responsibly, or risk having their opinion go unheard up the ap-
proval ladder. 

Another challenge that community-based organizations face is the
phenomenon of posturing, which may be observed in older, more estab-
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lished organizations as well. There is always one individual, sometimes
more, who will be so driven, or so certain of his or her correctness, as to
try to dominate the debate. Without structures to balance participation,
such individuals, however well-meaning, may have the effect of restricting
the fair exchange of ideas, sometimes to the point of reaching bad deci-
sions or putting off curious newcomers from returning. At the same time,
posturing may simply be an expression of passion for the subject at hand,
and caring is a fundamental criterion for effective citizen participation. 

One must keep in mind that citizens showing up at a neighborhood or
community meeting are using discretionary time to do so. They should al-
ways be made to feel welcome, their views should be respected, and their
lack of background in whatever is the subject at hand should be patiently
filled in, on the side if necessary. If they are of the community, they should
not be made to feel like outsiders. Good neighborhood leadership, in
fact, is always looking around the room to see who in the community is not
there, even people with contrary viewpoints. Effective leadership makes a
point of reaching out to these for the next meeting. On the subject of
leadership: a word of caution. Neighborhoods are just as prone as other
democratic structures to the ironic contradiction that occurs in the dis-
course between participation and politics: that is, that once you are
elected to office your desire to stay there may trump your support for par-
ticipation for others who might challenge you.

Internal stresses of citizen participation are exacerbated by constant
pressures from outside. From the perspective of a private developer, or
sometimes even an elected official or a public servant, the idea of having
to listen to neighborhood opinion in the already contentious approval
gauntlet posed by city planning commissions, zoning committees, and
councils is not always a pleasant prospect. So the new empowerment was
resisted by all those organizations both public and private, usually power-
ful, for whom the old ways were certainly familiar and from their perspec-
tive better. Citizen participation experiences continuous attacks for its
inefficiency, its demands, and its cost in time and money. It is challenged
as to its effectiveness in achieving better outcomes. The effort to dismiss,
avoid, attack, or dismember local citizens and their organizations in the
development approval process is an ever-present challenge to those com-
mitted to including the neighborhood voice. 

These kinds of criticisms and attacks are certainly understandable from
the perspective of their sources, yet the people there are the ones who fi-
nally judge whether a project or initiative makes things better or worse.
The larger-scale approval bodies, often more closely tied to the people
proposing a development initiative than to the people living and working
where it is to occur, simply cannot always be counted on to hear the local
perspective, let alone seriously factor it into their decision-making. Having
to include this perspective in the partnership that plans, designs, builds,
and then uses the resulting civic space, in my experience, however, usually
improves the outcome from the community and government perspective
and most often from the developer’s perspective as well. Developers fig-
ure out how to “pencil out” a development, or they don’t do it. Cases of
developers going belly-up over acceding to broader community values
seem few and far between. 

There is an ominous side to the rise of influence of citizen participation.
Some communities use their new empowerment to exclude and limit the
very democratic purposes that the programs enabled. Often affluent and
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white, such communities seek to keep out people of other races, classes,
sometimes even ages, often using zoning as their tool of choice. They may
require lot size or house size minimums as their exclusionary tool, or they
may establish private communities with exclusionary membership require-
ments. While there are fair housing and anti-discrimination laws on the
books that can address some of these situations, the people who create
such communities are pretty adept at dodging, meanwhile usually sop-
ping up more than their fair share of infrastructure and tax advantage sup-
port to achieve their goals. The split between rich and poor represented
by these kinds of communities tends to fragment the urban region and
threaten the quest for a shared vision.

The movements toward broad-based empowerment in shaping neigh-
borhoods, centers, regions, and their places have certainly advanced de-
mocratization in how local government has worked over the last 40 or so
years. More people and more different kinds of people have gained ac-
cess to information and influence than could have been imagined before
the uprisings of the 1960s. If democracy is about more people being in-
volved to make things better for more people, then citizen participation is
certainly moving along a useful path.

Citizen Participation—
Where We May Be Heading
Stresses that challenge citizen participation, while daunting, are begin-
ning to take a new turn. The old and predictable “NIMBY” response is giv-
ing way to a reach for partnership. Citizens’ organizations are beginning to
internalize the fact that private developers are likely to be the ones to ini-
tiate almost anything that will happen in their neighborhoods and places.
They control the lion’s share of investment capital and development
know-how. Citizen leaders need to be looking for ways to bend that in-
vestment toward serving community needs as part of the process. “Just
say no” as a tactic to confront almost any untrusted change initiative is
moving in the direction of saying “maybe, if.” As the citizen participation
movement proceeds, little by little its maturity begins to build a new
openness to partnership with the private sector and government. Citizens
are realizing that private investment can be shaped to better address and
incorporate community needs and that government can play an honest
broker role as well as facilitate regulatory and sometimes financial support
for a consensually developed initiative or project. Threads of trust can be
woven into a stronger fabric. 

Countless examples of this change in position are cropping up around
the country, often making use of what is often called a community benefit
agreement, or CBA. In these, community organizations working through a
legal entity they have established may pledge support for expediting the
approval process for a prospective development that addresses commu-
nity needs in some way. In most cases, this approach is yielding better re-
sults, usually both for the community and the developer, where in the best
cases the policy and regulatory framework of local government becomes
an active and enabling partner to the enterprise. 

In essence, community participatory experience can evolve from stop
to go. More and more examples of these kinds of outcomes, what MBA
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types might call “win-win-win” in business negotiations, are occurring
around the country. These kinds of partnerships promise projects or initia-
tives that have a tripod under them—they profit their investors, they fulfill
public policy goals, and they provide values in their communities that
leave things better than they were before. While these partnerships do
not remedy inequities that seem endemic in the market economy, they
could broaden the base of informed, active, and committed citizens nec-
essary to exercise growing leadership in how the fruits of the economic
system can expand its beneficiary pool. The improvement in the quality
and functionality in civic environment across all urban settings could stand
as encouraging markers that the great effort required to bring about these
improvements can pay off. Such an outcome, in turn, could spread to
other sectors where the community’s voice is muted. 

From the professional response point of view, both the R/UDAT and the
panel advisory programs have had significant successes in helping com-
munities to envisage possibilities for better futures. In many cases these
focused charrettes have set in motion lasting and positive changes in
planning, design, and development directions. And the R/UDAT program
can rightly claim distinction as one of the earliest formalized design assis-
tance processes to insist, or try to, on full and broad-based citizen input as
a critical and integral part of its charrette process. Now, the AIA has
launched another citizen-responsive program, adding the Sustainable De-
sign Assessment Team (SDAT) to the R/UDAT as a tool available to com-
munities around the country. 

Over the last decade or so, too, the ULI has led its members away from
skepticism and resistance to be more open to participatory processes. Re-
cently, for example, the ULI has taken the lead in bringing the dynamics of
planning, design, and development into the grassroots through its
“Urban Plan” tool kit. ULI members and other supportive professionals
and civic leaders bring the processes for development decision-making
into mock processes for high schools and citizen organizations around the
country. The program conveys the lessons that private development is
most development, that it is complicated, and that it must profit.

In many communities, public agencies or developers themselves have
begun to craft citizen participation processes to inform and, on a good
day, actually listen to and reflect community values in their proposals, usu-
ally using a consulting firm versed in the process to assist them. Although
there is no mistaking the underlying profit motive to engage in such activ-
ities, the facts that local jurisdictions are putting more and more weight on
the community voice in their approval processes and that most develop-
ment proposals going through such a process are improved along the way
are measures of the greater influence of ordinary citizens on development
that affects them.  

Many public planning agencies, in the early days sometimes resistant
to R/UDATs or panel advisories, have by now strengthened their public in-
teraction processes to be able to convene and manage charrette-type
processes on their own, often better than those of developers or consult-
ants, since their agenda is more service than profit oriented. The public
agencies, moreover, are in for the long haul. They are able to establish and
institutionalize policy-informing dialogue with their constituent neighbor-
hoods and districts. And they are the ones charged with actually carrying
out the good ideas that such processes invariably come up with. Further,
there is no doubt that some of the experiences and lessons of effective cit-
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As one of several examples in Atlanta,
the Lindbergh City Center project de-
velopers entered into an agreement to
mitigate new traffic generated by their
project by installing streetscape im-
provements to calm traffic along three
streets through the existing neighbor-
hoods. Leaders of four of the five af-
fected neighborhoods advocated both
for the necessary development ap-
provals and for the use of a reserve of
impact fees to help defray the costs. In-
dividuals from the fifth neighborhood
sued, slowing the development process
until their case lost in court.
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izen empowerment have valuable transferability from one community to
the next. The lessons from these experiences, some of which are addressed
later in Part Four, Processes, should provide input for any community-
guided participation endeavor.

At the same time, citizens need to be aware of and concerned about
the sophistication with which the now-standard community engagement
tools are currently being employed. To put it perhaps a little cynically, de-
velopers usually and governments sometimes are no less interested in
working their will on neighborhoods and communities than they were be-
fore they had to mess with “citizen participation.” Accepting that citizen
participation in some form is probably here to stay, they are finding new
ways to minimize questions or disruptions so that they can control the tim-
ing and outcomes of their proposals. 

There has emerged a veritable industry of citizen participation facilita-
tors, hired by developers or government agencies to bring in their pack-
aged tool kits and ultimately deliver a result. Sometimes the process is
sincere, where there is a genuine openness to community guidance, and
sometimes it is not, where the intended outcome has been predeter-
mined. The commitment of the client or the provider to understand and
deal with the substance of the issues accompanying a proposal, as well as
the ethics guiding the effort, runs the gamut from straight up, honest, and
open to devious, deceitful, and clandestine. Through charrettes, focus
groups, and other devices, the clients and their facilitators may be inclined
to define who the “community” is and what values the “community” es-
pouses, to pick a leadership to work with, to present pleasing images, and
to make nods to the most persistent questioners. In short, consultants are
often hired to manufacture citizen participation that works—for their
clients and themselves. Citizen activists need to be alert to all possibilities,
while at the same time taking advantage of any crack in the door to influ-
ence the process to the community’s advantage.

To filter out the genuine from the purely self-serving, always an issue
when design proposals come before the community, people need to insist
on identifying and comparing alternatives and remember to ask the ques-
tions of who gains and who loses and what are the costs and benefits of
the alternatives before them. It takes time for such processes to properly
run their course, potentially a conflict for paid citizen participation man-
agers who are on a clock and whose contracts usually stipulate the num-
ber of meetings that they will be paid for. This is information that should
be disclosed from the beginning. 

Under these circumstances, then, citizen participation remains a fragile
beginning with lots of impediments to reaching the goal advanced in the
1960s of lifting the citizen voice into some semblance of parity with the
private sector and government in shaping the civic environment. The in-
equities built into the nation’s economic structure threaten “citizen partic-
ipation” with all the anti-democratic features of present-day mainstream
politics; whoever has the most money usually wins—a kind of market
democracy. 

Beyond external impediments, even within the ranks of citizen partici-
pation there is a tendency for citizens to splinter away from focus on over-
lapping interests to diverge on smaller points and thus cloud agreement
on the shared larger purpose. Dissension, lack of trust, or lack of solidarity
within citizen organizations open them up to further erosion from outside.
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People intent on working their will with enough money can manipulate
and accentuate differences in the community to support their desired out-
comes. Altogether, though, in making things better than they were be-
fore, messy neighborhood politics is better than slick and efficient
manipulation. 

A central hope for more representative and community-serving citizen
participation is the recent explosion of access to information. It turns out
that most neighborhoods house people with skills, resources, understand-
ings, and capabilities that can be effective in joining the planning and de-
velopment partnership if they have access to the same information that
the more focused private or government proponents possess. Through
the Internet, rapid advances in GIS, and other relational databases, ordi-
nary citizens can test their own assumptions and advance their own under-
standings of impacts associated with going one way or another on a
development proposal. 

The technical mystification that has provided cover for developers,
their consultants, and government professionals is beginning to melt
away. Citizens are beginning to realize that the complexities of urban
planning and development stem from quantity, not from quality. The indi-
vidual components in a civic design environment—the street, utilities,
landscape, light, activities, building scale, and placement—by themselves
are fairly understandable to almost anyone who takes an interest in learn-
ing about them. It is in the number and interactive effects between these
components where complexity arises. Even so, people can grasp and re-
late to the planning and development dynamics of initiatives in their com-
munity. Unlike astrophysics, it is not a “hard” science. 

Summary
Citizen participation has come a long way since arriving on the scene
some 40 years ago. It already has achieved much success in the quest to
make things better than they were before, and greater success than most
projects of the private sector or government that lack community part-
ners. It holds promise to continue along this progressive path, promise
that could burgeon if the proliferation of citizen-based movements can
find and build bridges to common purposes. It faces constant threat from
vested and powerful interests resistant to community-serving change
through co-optation, subversion, or direct attack, as well as, regrettably,
from its own internal stresses. When patterns of private sector and gov-
ernment deception and exploitation do arise that make things worse in
the community, one hopes that they are exposed through better citizen
organization and access to information. For citizen participation to meet
the promise born of its origins in protest and resistance among the broad
citizenry, it must always put community success above individual success.
Place is about what people share. Home is about selves.  
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